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ABSTRACT 

The purnose of this study was to Drovide exnerlences in 

a group environment leading each student to change ne~ative 

attitudes toward self, allowing the develonment of a more 

positive self-concept. The study assessed the rel.ative effects 

of a structured self~exDloratory ~roun eXDerience, snecial skill 

training in a group situation and no-treatment on student 

attitudes toward self. 

The participants in the studY included thirty grade 

nine students ofa DX'i'Jate Lycee in Istanbul, who were assessed 

to have low self-concept according to the Tennessee Self-Concept 

Scale among a Dopulation of eighty six· students. Students were 

randomly selected and assigned to one of three groups. The 

three grouns consisted of a structured self-exnloratory perou'") 

(ExDerimental GrouD T), a group teaching communication, 

decision-making and problem s,olving skills (ExDerimental Groun 

II) and a no treatment control grouD, 

The treatment for the two experimental groups consisted 

of one.,.hour session each week. for eleven weeks"including post 

tes,ts. The control group met only for pre and post testing. The 

TSCS was applied to all of the subjects in the beq;inning and at, 

the end of the treatment neriod. 

The variables used as indicators of student attitudes 

toward self were the scores students obtained on the TSCS. 

The hy?otheses were that the self-'concept of students 

who go through a self_,exploratory grouD experience 'as assessed 

by TSCS will imDrove from pre to post"testing, the self':"concept 



of students in a self-exploratory group assessed by TSCS will 

improve significantly more than the students in a grou1) teachin~ 

communication, decision-making and problem sol vi))',", skills. The 

third hypothesis was that the self-concept of the students in a 

self-exploratory grou1) assessed by TSCS will improve sifnificant

ly more than the group of students who do not receive anv 

treatment. 

The data were analyzed utilizing the analysis of 

variance' Sc,heffee posthoc comnarison method and t.,.test 

procedures. 

The results sU1)ported the first and third hynothe ses; 

that is Experimental Group I showed a significant di¥ference 

from pre to 1)ost testing in the direction of development of a 

positive self ... concept while the control grouD did not change. 

It can be said that the results suggest that it is 

possible to affect positive change in selected student 

attitudes toward self. 



tlZET 

Bu ara~t~rman~n amac~, onrencilerin benlik kavram~n~ 

olumlu yonde geli~tirici qrup ~al~~malar~ yaD~akt~. 

Ara~t~rmada,li~ tlir ~rubun F-oreceli olarak o~rencilerin 

kendi kendilerine kar~~ tutumlar~na etkisi de~erlendirildi. 

Gruplardan biri,yaD~lanm~~ benlik ara~t~r~c~ etkinlikleri' 

(Deney Grubu I), ikincisi ozel kimi becerileri Feli~tirici 

etkinlikleri (Deney ~rubu 2) kaDs~yordu. O~lincli prUD ise kontrol 

grubu idi. 

Ara~t~rmaya kat~lan o~rencilerpistanbul'da ozel bir 

lisenin p 86 Lise 1. s~n~f o~rencisi aras~ndan Tennessee Benlik 

Kavram~ ol~e~i uvguland~F~nda,benlik kavramlar~ dli;;lik ~!lkan 

otuz oFrencisi idi. tlerenciler se~kisiz yontem ile seci1in lie 

gruptan birine yerle~tirildi. Dc gruDtan ikisi denevsel, birisi 

hiebir uygulamanLn yUrQtUlmedi~i deney grubuydu. Deneysel 

gru1)larln birincisinde( 1. deney grubu), ki~ilik c;elif;ltirme 

c;:al~~malar~ ylirlitUllirken, ikincis inde, (II: deney ,:;rubu) ileti-

i;>im, karar verme ve s'orun ~ozme yeti'leri ogrei:ildi. 

iki deneysel grup o.n ve son testleri ald~lar ve 10 

hafta boyunca, haft ada, bir saat uygulama gr;rdliler. Kontrol grubn yal-

n~zca on ve son testIer i~in bir araya' geldi. 

Tennessee Benlik Kavram~ ol~e,p:i tlim deneklere uygula-

rnan~n ba;;~nda ve sonunda verildi ve Tennessee Benlik Kavram~ 

ol~eginden elde edilen 1)ua,nlar dener,in benlik kavram~ndaki 

degir;;ikli~in gostergesi olarak al~nd~. 

Ara~t~rmada denenen hipotezler ;;unlard~r: I. Deney 

grubundaki denekleri TSCS ile ol~lilen benlik kavram~ son testte , 



on teste oranla onemli olCUde geli~mi~ C1kacakt1r. I. Deney 

grubundaki o~rencilerin TSCS ile ~lculen benlik kavram1, son 

testte II. deney grubundaki ogrencilere oranla daha fazla 

geli~mi~ olacakt1r. I. Deney ~rubunun TSCS ile olcUlen benlik 

kavram1 son testte, kontrol grubuna oranla daha fazla pelil>mil> 

olacakt1r. 

Veriler, Anova, Sheffee Dost hoc kar911a~t1rma metodu 

ve . t~test kullanarak a.naliz edilmi~tir. 

Sonuc1ar,.I. we III. hipotezlerin dolru olduRunu gosterdi. 

I. deney grubu olumlu kil>ilik kavram1 o]uRturul~as1nda ~nemli 

bir gelil>me gosterirken, kontrol grubundaki grup deneklerin ki"ilik 

kavramlar1 degil>medi. 

Sonuclar secilen of(rencilerin benlik kavramlar1n1 olumlu 

yonde gelil>tirmenin mUmkun oldugunu gostermil>tir. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Every year a great number of students drop out of second

ary schools for unknown reasons in Turkey and in other countries. 

A study covering the extent of failure in lises in Anka

ra providence for the years 1966-1977 indicate that out of a 

total student :enrollment of 114 .149 distrubuted in grades nine 

throU~l eleven 27.6% of the total student enrollment failed 

(Ministry of Education Youth and Sports, 1968). According to the 

report published in 1984 by Ministry of Education Youth and 

Sports,only 72.50% of the students between the grades of six to 

eleven have been considered to be successful. At least part of 

the reason for such low success can be said to be due to the 

lack of affective development of the child. 

Schools are obl~.gated to educate students cogni tevely 

and affectively. Affective growth should be given as much 

consideration as cognitive growth. Research has shown that 

levels of interpersonal conditions are related to gains in 

achievement, and attitudunal conditions are related to 

increased creative interest, gradepoint average and cognitive 

growth (Read R. Simon, 1975). 

In most schools today, curriculum is based on subject 

requirements rather than personal needs designed to help students 

deal with the problems of human interaction. 

Until recently, schools have generally assumed that 

their aim was to focus on the intellectual and skill develop

ment of their students. The psychological and the personal 

growth of the students was not dealth with the classroom 
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experiences. It was hoped that through studies in the standard 

curriculum the personal development of the students would be 

positively influenced. Healthy personal growth was supposed to 

occur during the intellectual and skill training. However, the 

recent research on schooling indicates that just the reverse 

happens, the curriculum based on skill and intellectual training 

in most schools lead to negative outcomes in terms of personal 

growth. Intrinsic interest in learning declines the longer a 

student remains in school. Negative self concept increases with 

the time spent in schooL Stereotyped "surface" and judgemental 

thinking increases as well. Self confidence in problem solving 

decreases. Personal autonomy in learning tasks decreases. 

Personal alienation, inhibition and isolation increase (Coleman, 

1961; Jackson, 1971; Minuchen et al, 1969; Ojerman, 1958; 

Silberman, 1970; Sprinthall and Noshen, 1971). 

In trying to make education more relevant for total 

growth and development the forms for curriculum experiences need 

to be changed. Counseling, guidance and school psychology need 

to .be brought lnto the mainstream of the change without reform

ulating the major learning experience for most of the students. 

Counselors, teachers and administrators are trying to 

attend workshops and special training sessions but still 

individuals needs 'are not met successfully. By building 

educational interventions as an important segment of the regular 

school curriculum, we may have the oppcr.tunity to promote 

healthy psychological growth. 
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Since "learning environment has to integrate successfully 

cognitive and affective instruction, counselors one best 

qualified for helping to facilitate a more productive learning 

environment in which the whole child is educated. 

Self-concept is central to learning as it determines 

what is relevant, it determines the learners openness to learn

ing in terms of feelings of adequancy or inadequancy, a success 

or a failure since real learning leads to changes in self and 

self concept (Patterson, 1973). 

Self-concept is developed gradually through interaction 

with others. Interaction with others sometimes alters the self 

concept. It is realized that self concept can be 'changed and 

enhanced through learning opportunities. In the opinion of the 

:)resent author and other researchers such as Stanford and ~oCl.rk 

(1974), the school system is bound to provide opportunities in 

which students can interact and receive information about 

themselves. 

In schools counselors have a vital role in changing 

negative . 'aspects of the student's environmen'E and helping to 

create positive environment for the ongoing process of the 

student's search of self. 

The present study is an attempt towards fullfilling this 

role of the counselor. It investigates if the self concept of 

the students improve as a consequence of participating in a 

group situation dealing with interpersonal relations and the 

self over a period of ten weeks. 
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II. REVIEW OF TH£ LITERATURE 

This chapter reviews selected literature dealing 

specifically with the a) evolvement of self b) self concept and 

interventions 

I. The Evolvement of Self 

The concept of self is the third major determinant of 

man's development. First is the genetic endowment, the second 

is the environmental opportunities. The self, is not a mystical 

entity but a useful and seemingly necessary construct for 

explaining· many aspects of individual behaviour. Self, can be 

regarded as the core of the individuals, frame of reference -

his assumptions concerning facts, values and possibilities 

(Rogers, 1969). 

Self has been refferred to as a dynamic process, a system 

of awareness; or an interrelated process and awareness. William 

James (1980) described the self in Principles of Psychology, 

as being spritual, material, and social. James has been credited 

with setting the ground work for much of todays self-theory 

(Hall and Lindzey, 1970) . 
• . 

Freud's ego or self held a central position in his 

personality theory. The ego has been designated as the functional 

agent which makes choices and maintains a balance in the 

individual. 

In contrast to Freud's self is George Mead's concept of 

self as an object of awareness. Lewin's life space gave Mead's 

self a functional process. One must be aware of an individual's 

life space at the time in order to predict his behavior. 



Symonds combined . the psychoanalytic theory of Freud 

and the social philosophy of Mead. He described the self as 

consisting of four aspects: "1) how a person perceives himself, 

2) what he thinks of himself, 3) how he values himself, and 

4) how he attempts through various actions to enhance or 

defend himself"( 1). 

5 

John Kinch (1963) described the self as the individual's 

conception of himself emerging from social interaction and in 

turn, guiding or influencing the behavior of the individual. 

Gordon Allport desoribed a purposeful, rational man 

aware of himself and controlling his future through his asp ira-

tions. 

Maslow (1968) proposed the need for self-actualization, 

the force to become what one is capable of being, as the bas ic 

motivation of man's behavior. Maslow's theory was refferred as 

"the third force" or humanistic psychology. Self-actualization 

is the central theme in third force psychology. Goldstein (1939) 

was the first to use the term. Erich Fromm (1941) reffered to 

it as the productive orientation; Karen Horney (1950) described 

it as "the real self and its realization", while Gordon Allport 

(1955) expressed the concept as "creati:,,'e becoming". 

Interpersonal theory also explains the development of 

self-concept. Adler, Honey, Sullivan and FrcGl1lt placed emphasis 

on the social "style of life" suggesting that man constructs his 

own pel"3onali ty from his heredity and experience. The central 

theme indicated in ,Froom' s writings is that personality develops 

in accord with society's opportunities and requirements (Hall 

lHall, C.S.,'Lindzey, G.Theories ofPersonality.'New 
Yo~k: J. Wiley and Sons, Iric., 1970, p. 517. 



and Lindzey, 1970). Sullivan (1953) described the development 

of self in terms of an individual's interper§onal relations. 

This review of literature has pointed out that not a 

single theory of self-concept exists, but a collection of 

propos i tion's about self and its behavioral functions have been 

formulate d. 

Rogers (1951) described the evolvement of self "as a 

result of interaction with the environment and others, the 
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structure of self is formed - as organized, fluid, but consistent 

conceptual pattern of perceptions of characteristics and 

relationships of the "I" or the 'me' together with values 

( 2 ) 
attache d to these concepts" . 

Characteristics of the self were the facts that every-

thing is observed and understood from a personal point of view 

and that peTsonal motivation is the striving to maintain, 

protect and enhance the self. 

All theorists, briefly re viewed have made contributions 

to self concept theory. Maslow, Rogers, and Combs indicated 

that fully functioning people have beliefs and values that are 

consistent convictions which affect actions. They suggest that 

adequate people seem to attach personal meanings to their 

perceiving and learning. They emphasized that an adequate 

person has a system of values which contributes to its own 

continuing achievement because it prizes openness to 

experience which develops more and better values (Combs, 1962). 

2Rdgers, C.R., On Becoming A Person. Houghton: Mifflin 
Compo Boston 1961. 
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Self-Concept and Interventions 

Methods used to study the self-concept have varied consider

ably, depending on research design and factors to be measured. 

Purkey (1970)suggested two ways in which the self could 

be infered. It can be infered from an individual's statement about 

self, called the "self-report", and from an individual's behavior 

called "observations". 

The self-report was accepted by Rogers (1951) and Allport 

(1955) as valuable sources of information about the individual. 

Combs,Soper and Courson(1963)pointed out that the self-concept and 

self-report are rarely identical. Combs et al. noted that observa

tions of the behavior of the subject must be made in order to study 

the self-concept. These different views brings one to think that 

the best way to assess or infer self-concept of an individual is 

by doing a mUlti-system assessment including self-report, reports 

of significant others and observations. 

After this short discussion on how to study the self

concept, its prevelance in terms of education will be touched upon. 

In Schools Without Failure, Glasser (1969) indicated that· 

unless the attitude of those students who are absent from s.chool 

is changed; it will be an impossible task to get them to come 

regularly. He also stated that irrelevant material in the curriculum 

must be replaced with meaningful content. Glasser pointed out that 

failure experienced by students in our educational system can damage 

the self-concept and lead to mental illness. 

Gazda(1973)pointed out that a generally positive self

concept contributes to confidence and self-respect while negative 

attitudes toward self-causes a lack of confidence and feelings 

of inadequacy. 

Numerous studies have been done which support the 

conte.ntion that unsuccessful students tend to have negative self-



concepts. Goldberg (1960) found the underachiever to be less 

confident and less ambitious by studying 'the students in 

grade 9 through 12 and having ':them lC.?lte their perceived 

characteristics on a list called "Yow Tam". 

The Self-Concept Scale of the Machover Draw-a-Person 

Test was used by Bruck and Bodwin (1962) who found a Dositive 

relationship between educational disability and immature self

concept in students in grades 3, 6 and 11. 

8 

Taylor (1964) reviewed personality traits and 

acheivement and wrote that feelings of inadequacy, inferiority 

feelings, and a depressed attitude toward self existed in the 

underachieve d. 

In 1966, Harding did a comparative study of Cavcasian, 

male high school students who stay in school and those who drop 

out. He concluded that attitude toward ability to achieve was a 

critical variable in predicting whether a student will remain 

in school. 

A student holds certain attitudes about self' and , 
abilities which play an important role in school performance. 

Self and academic achievement interact and influence each other. 

Generally successful students have positive self concepts and 

feelings of worth as individuals. The preponderance of 

research seems to indicate that unsuccessful students had 

negative attitudes about themselves and their abilities. 

As a process of experience, the self has an infinite 

capacity for growth and actualization. Significant others 

are the primary forces which shape the self. Naturally, the 

parents reflect the earliest appraisals. Other than the home, 



the single most important force i~ shaping the child's self 

concept is the school (Purkey, 1970). 

Based on the idea of the humanistic psychology of 

Maslow (1954) and Rogers (1959, 1969) other educators have 

9 

suggest'ed that the enhancement of self-concept has consequences 

fur out weighing the nArrow goal of academic achievement CMI'.Tston, 

1968). A positive self-concept is vie\~ed as the hallmark not 

only of academic achievement but broadly, of healthy 

personality. 

However, whether the enhancement of self-concept is 

viewed as a means or an end of academic achievement or whether 

it is seen as an appropriate educational end in itself, the 

nature and process of self-concept development must be first 

unders tood. 

Symbolic interactioM sts like Cooley (1902), Lenwin (1935) 

and Mead (1934) have long maintained that one's self.-concept 

results from social interactions with significant others as one 

develops ideas concerning what others think of one. Considerable 

research (Davidson and Long, 1960; Lindwig and "Maeton,1967; 
• 

Moris, 1958; Meyers, 1975; Shaw and Dutton, 1965) has 

demonstrated that a child's self-concept is closely associated 

with the parents' or significant adults. reported level of regard 

for him/her. That the self-concept emerges from this continuing 

interaction between the individual and his social ~~rld is one 

aspect of self-concept theory that is universally agreed upon 

(Fe.lker, 1974; Webster and Sobieozek, 1974). 

All this research and theoratical development has been 

summarized by Wylie (1961) who has pointed to the central place 
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that an individual's self-concent has in q,uiding behavior and 

the im~ortance of social interaction with others for the develon

ment of self-concent. It can be assumed that school constitutes 

a specific social setting that influences the develonment of an 

individual's self-concent and that the self-conce~t one carries 

in the school setting si~nificantly affects how on individual 

functions in school. 

Combs and Snygg (1959) indicated that the maintenance 

and enhancement of self becomes extended to those with' whom 

we are identified, and the satisfaction of our own need becomes 

almost indistinguishable from the satisfaction of others, too. 

Since persons, roles and activities in a school are included in 

a student's self structure as a part of the phenomenal self, 

that maintenance and enhancement are desired. 

In studying the self-reports of college freshmen before 

school began and after they received first semester grades, 

Centi (19'65) found that students who received poor grades 

suffered losses of self~esteem, began to rationalize their 

performance,'showed dissatisfaction, and hostility, and eventual

ly declined more in academic achievement. 

As already pointed out, a student's attitude about self 

plays a primary role in school performance. A study of ninth 

grade public school male students and institutionalized 

delinquent boys by Haarer (1964) re-emphasized this. He found 

that reported self-concept of ability was a better predictor 

of achievement than I.Q. 

In Vargas' study (1968) several theories and criteria 

regarding the characteristics of the self-actualized person 



were tested. He employed the Termessee Self Concept Scale, the 

California Psychological Inventory, the Fundamental Inter

personal Relations Orientation - Behavior Scale, the Self

Disclosure Questionnaire, a self rating on positiveness of 

early childhood experiences, and tape recordings rated by a 

judge for self-disclosure and dominant voice characteristics 

11 

on college males. He concluded that openness to interpersonal 

processes was generally characteristic of high self-esteem. All 

the criteria he utilized suggested that they identify the same 

high personality integration people. 

Other proErams of interest in relation to the present 

study are by Hamachek (n.d.), Thayer (1968), Horton (1973), 

Tracy (1975), Bruyere (1975), Courthers( 1975) and Deluca 

(1975). 

Hamachek examined the impact of small group and ind i vidual 

counseling on self-concept enchancement and achievement. 

Twenty-five 101,.1 achieving students were chosen as the 

experimental group with an equal number of control ",roup ( 

Couns·eling sessioJ1s occured once every ten days. Small group 

sessions- were conducted through the second semester. The result 

seemed to indicate that despite counseling,the experimental ~roury 

had lower self-concept and lower grades thaI'! the control group. 

It was suggested that counseling may have placed pressure on 

the students to achieve. 

Caruthers (1975) conducted an experimental study on the 

effects of small group counseling on the self-concept of dis

advantaged students in an U1)ward Bound Program. The Tennessee 
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Self Concept Scale was administered as a pre-test and post test 

measure. There were no significant differences between the 

experimental and control groups on the nine dimensions of the 

TSCS. 

An experimental supervised program of instruction was 

assessed by Tracy (1975) on self concept and grade point average 

of students on academic probation. The Self-Esteem subscale 

(Total P Score) on the Tennessee Self Concept Scale improved as 

did the grade point average. 

In a junior high school experiment described by Thayer 

(1968), thirty three counseling groups were set up over a period 

of one year. Half of the students were self-referred, and the 

other half teacher referred. The counselor hoped for gains in 

grade point average and behavior grade point scores. There seemed 

to be observable differences in attitudes between self-referred 

and teacher referred counselors. Thayer suggested that the typical 

problems expressed by seventh and eight grade students were feel- . 

ings about :self teachers, parents and siblings. He concluded' that 

group. counseling is apparently ineffective in short range improve

ment of the habitually failing student. 

Another study was directed toward dealing with the 

discipline junior high school by Bruyere (1975). She compared 

the effects of client-centered and behavioral grap between on 

classroom behavior and self-concept .. Ninety six students in 

three junior high schools were selected by the resident coun

selor to participate. Measurement change was determined by 

conduct grade point average, the Modified 
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lini.'(,:erty-Olson 'Wickman Behavior Rating Scale, observed frequency 

of discruptive classroom behavior and Tennessee Self-Concept 

Scale. The experimental groups demonstrated stability of self

concept while the control group showed lowered self-concept. 

Bruyere suggested that a positive observable behavior change 

did not necessarily depend upon a change in perception and 

vice-versa. 

The study conducted by Deluca (1975) primarily focused 

on the effectiveness of group counseling on school 

performance of junior high school students in academic difficul

ty and the relationship 'between size of a group in the effect

iveness of a counseling program. Groups of six, of ten, and of 

sixteen students were assigned to two groups leaders. Ten 

weekly, forty-five minute sessions were conducted. The 

difference among counseled and control group was not signific

ant. The differences among group size were not signiticant. 

Vance'(1978) conducted a study with 24 North Missisipi 

Junior High School students drawn f~om a population of students 

identified by teachers .as being negative school adjustment 

individuals showing poor attendance, below grade average and 

undesirable classroom behavior. Students were assigned to two 

experimental groups consisting a structured humanistic group 

experience, a spontaneous group interaction experience and 

one control group with no treatment. The data of the study was 

obtained from Tennessee Self-Concept Scale and the Survey of 

School Attitudes. The findings of the study suggested that it 

possible to affect positive change in selected student attitudes 

toward self and school and counselors are in a position to make 
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a contribution toward providing experiences which promote 

healthy interpersonal relationships. 

As reviewed ,interest in self-concept stems from 

its recognition as a valued outcr,'" in itself, the assumption 

that the improvement of self-concept may facilitate improvement 

in other areas. 'i'here lS also interest in how self-concept is related to 

other constructs and interest in the particular measurement 

and methodological problems inherent In this area of research. 

The study of self-concept represents one of the oldest areas 

of research in the social sciences. There are also pecularities 

about research in this area. Unlike other areas of research, the 

study of self-concept has not occured with a particular discipline. 

Also, although many thousands of studies have been carried out 

in this area (Wylie, 1979) only a few researchers have published 

a significant number of studies or have continued their research 

over an extended period to time. In fact, much of the research 

in this area emphasizes other theoretical constructs, and the 

interest in self-concept comes from its assumed relevance to 

these other constructs. Reviews ,of self-concept research (eg: 

Burns, Shavelson, Hubner and Stanton, 1976; Wells and Monwell 

1976; Wylie, 1974: 1979) typically emphasize the lack of the 

theoretical basis in most studies, the poor quality of measure-

ment instruments used to assess self-concept, methodological 

shortcomings and a great lack of consistent findings. 

Shavelson (Shavelson and Bolus, 1982; Shavelson, Hubner 

and Stanton, 1976) reviewed both theoretical and empirical 

research in this field and used his review as the basis of a 
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8.elf-concept model that incorDorates aspects f',rorn. most theore,ti-

cal positions. 

According to Shavelson's definition, self-tonoeDt is an 

individual's: perception of self. It is, formed through experience 

with the environment, interactions with significant others, and 

attributions of one's own behavior. The organization' of self-

concept is multifaceted and hierarchical with percent ions moving 

from inferences abbut self in sub-areas (e.g. self-concept in 

academic areas) to broade~ areas (academic and non academic self-

concept) and finally to general self-concept. Shavelson hyryothe

sizes that this or1!anizatinn becomes increasing;ly multifaceted 

as an individual approaches adulthood and 'will depend on the 

particular catep;ory system develoDed bv an individual and shared - , 

by a group. He ryrOT)oses' that self-concept is both descrintive 

and evaluative (i,e. he does not distinp:uish between self-

concept and self-esteem), 

These theorists assume that self-concept should be 

correlated with abilities in areas that seem important to 

a person and that self-concept in particular areas should be 

most highly correlated with abilities in the same area. For 

example Shavelson and Bolus (1982) found that grades in English, 

Mathematics and Science were more highly correlated with each of 

the corresponding self-concepts in these academic areas than 

with general self-concept. 

Bachman (1970) reported that IQ correlated .46 with 

academic self-concept but only. 41 with l,:en'2ral self-esteem. 

Morsh, Relich and Smit!1 year denlonstrated that matheratical 

achievement was substantialy correlated with mathematics 



concept (r=.55), less correlated with self-concepts in" other 

academic areas (Reading .21, and all school subjects .43) and 

uncorrelated with self-concepts in four non academic areas. 

In TurkeY,Sanem Berkkan (1981) conducted a project 

designed to develop a program on improving the self-concent of 
, 
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students. During an eiRht-week program, continuous feedback was 

provided to the students on the strengths and ~ositive aspects 

as perceived by the peers and the teachers. Pre-post program 

self description comparisons of students formed the basis 

for evaluation. Data indicated that at the completion of the 

program the majority of the students felt good about them-

selves. 

• 
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II STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND HYPOTHESES 

This study seeked the answer to the question if 

attitude toward self im?rove as the result of participation in 

a self-exploring group experience. 

Combs, Snygg (1959), Maslow (1968), Patterson (1973) all 
, 

pointed to the need to provide educational experiences which 

will enable each student to chan£e negative attitudes toward 

self and school, allowing the development of positive potential

ities, feelings of adequancy and the evolvement of fully 

functioning individuals. 

Stanford and Ro'ark (1974) maintained that schools have 

not taken advantage of the striving for self-enhancement as a 

motivating force. The lack of student motivation would be 

eliminated if curricula included activities 'which made the 

students self enhanced. 

The purpose of this study 'Nas to provide an experience 

which would enable each student to change negative attitudes 

toward self allowing the development of positive potentialities. 

General Hypothe~is 

Group experience directly dealing with attrib'Jte:; of 

self-concept will lead to improvement in self-reported self-

concept as compared to group experience in unrelated topics and 

no intervention. 

Operational Hypotheses 

Hypothesis I - The self-concept of students who go through a 

self-exploratory group experience as assessed by the Turkish 

version of Tennessee Self-Concept Scale will impro'/e frcm pre 
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• 

to post testing. 

Hypothesis II - The self-concept of the students in a self

exploratory group assessed by the Turkish version of Tennessee 

Self-Concept Scale will improve significantly more than the 

students in a group teaching communication, decis ion making and 
, 

problem solving skills. 

Hypothesis III - The self-concept of the students in a self

exploratory group assesse0 by the Turkish version of Tennessee 

Self-Concept Scale will improve significantly more than the 

group of students who do not receive any treatment, from pre 

to post testing. 



v. hETHOD 

~. Sample School and Subjects 

The subjects of the study were drav7n from grade nlone 

students in a private lycee in Istanbul. This lycee had three , 
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ninth grade sections with a total number of ninety four students; 

57 males and 37 females. 

For the study students with low self-concept were drawn 

out and comprised the subject population of the study. The 

students with l<'t' self-concept were identified by appl ication 

of Tennessee Self-Concept Scale to all grade nine students. 

Eighty six students were present; 53 males and 33 females, and 

they were given the scale. According to the Tennessee Self-

Concept Scale, thirty students who had the lower scores \-Iere 

chosen as the population of the study and assigned randomly to 

one of the three groups - two experimental and one control. The 

mean of the total sample was 282.128 with a standard deviation 

of 19.980. The mean score of females (33) were 280.567 IVith a 

standard deviation of 17.832 and males (53) 28.3.04 "ith a .' 
standard deviation of 22.615. A t-test was given and no 

significant difference was found between the mean scores of 

males and females. Thirty students with the lowest scores chosen 

for the study had scores on the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale 

ranging from 231 to 275. Most of the subjects fell in the range 

of one standard deviation belo" the mean. 



.Instrument 

~ennessee Self-Concept Scale 

William Fitts began development of the Tennessee Self

Concept Scale (TSCS) in 1955. The scale was Dublished in 1964 
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by Counselor Recordings and Tests, Nashville, Tennessee. It was , 
developed to meet the need of a scale which is simple 

(communicable, understandable) for the subject, widely 

applicable, well standardized and multi-dimensional in its 

description of the self-concept. 

The present scale consists of 100 self-descri~tive 

statements which the subject uses to portray his own ~icture 

of himself. The scale can be administered either to individuals 

or groups and can be used with subjects age 12 or :"lighe::.' 

having at least a sixth grade reading level. It is also 

applicable to the whole range of psychological adj'Jstment from 

healthy to well adjusted people to psychotic ~atients. 

The scale is available in two forms, a Counselinz Form 

and a Clinical Research Form. Both forms use exactl" the same 

tes,t!booklet and test ite~ns. The differences bet\·~een the :orm~; 

ape in scoring and profiling system. The Counselor Foc'm 

1S quicker and easier to score since it deals with ~ewc!' 

variables and scores, is appro?riate for self-interpretation 

and feedback to couseless and requires less sophist~caticn in 

pSjw,onetrics and psychope.thology, by the examiner. Scoring for 

both forms can be accomplished either by hand or by machine. 
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rlature and Meaning of Scores 

~3eling Form 

The Positive Scores (P) - These scores deri~e directly 

from the phenomenological classification scheme. In the original 

analysis of the item pool the statements seemed to be conveying , 
three primary messages. 1) This is what I am, 2) This is how I 

feel about myself and 3) This is what I do. On the basis of 

these three type of statements the three horizontal catefories 

were formed. They appear on the score sheet as ROI, 1, Row 2, 

Row 3. The Row scores comprise three sub-scores Hhich, ',]v,n 

.added, constitute the Total positive or Total P score. The 

scores represent an internal frame of reference within '.,hich 

the individual is describing himself. 

Further study of the original items indicated that thev 

also varied considerably, in terms of a more external frame of 
, 

reference. Even within the same I'm, category the statements 

might va"ry widely in content. For example with Row I (the '.-lhat 

! am category) the statements refer to what I am physicall v , 

morally, socially, etc. Therefore the pool of items were sorted 

again according to these vertical categories, which are the 

five Column Scores of the Score Sheet. Thus the whole set of 

items lS divided two ways, vertically into columns(external 

frame of reference) and horizontally into rm·ls (internal frame 

of reference) with each item and each cell contributing to 

two different scores. 
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scoring 

1. Total P Score - This is the most important sinSle score on 

the Counseling Form. It lS said to reflect the overall level of 

self-esteem. Persons with high scores tend to like themselves, 

feel that they are persons of value and worth, have confidence 

• in themselves, and act accordingly. PeoDle with low scores are 

doubtful about their own worth; see themselves as undesirable; 

often feel anxious, depressed and unhappy; and have little faith 

or confidence in themselves. 

The TSCS deals with different aspects of looking at 

oneself. The three aspects are Identity, Self-Satisfaction and 

Behavior. 
, 

2. Row lP Score - Identity - These are the "\'lhat I am" items. 

Here the individual is describing"his basic identity - what he 

lS as he sees himself. 

3. Row 2P Score - Self-Satisfaction 

This score comes from those items where the individual 

describes how he feels about the self he perceives, in general 

this ~core reflects the level of self-satisfaction or self-

acceDtance. An individual mav have very high scores on ~aw 1 

and Row 3 yet still has a low score on Row 2 because of very high 

standards and expectations for himself or vice versa. The sub-

scares are therefore best interpreted in comparison with each 

otl1er and the Total P Score. 

4. Row 3P Score - Beh.~i~£ 

This score comes from those items thay sa;l "this is 

• 
what I do, or this is the 'day I act". Thus this score measures 



the individuals perception of his own behavior or the way he 

functions. 
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TSCS covers five areas of self-concept. Each one has 18 
• 

items. 

5. Column A - Physical Self - Here the individual is presenting 
• 

his view of his body, his state of health, his physical aDpear

ance, skills, and sexuality. 

6. Column B - Moral Ethical Self - This score describes the 

self from a moral - ethical frame of reference - moral worth, 

relationship ,to God, feelings of being a "bood" or "bad" 

person, and satisfaction with one's religion or lack of it. 

7. Column C - Personal Self - This score reflects the individual's 

sense of personal worth, his feeling of adequacy as a Derson 

and his evaluat ion of his personality apart froIT'. h is body or his 

relationships to others. 

8. Column D - Family Self - This score reflects one's feelings 

of adequacy, worth and value as a family member. It refers to 

the individual's perception of self in reference to his closest 

and most immediate circle of associates. 

9. Col~mn E - S~cial Self - This is another "self as Derceived 

in relation to others" category but pertains to "others" in 

a more general way. It reflects the person's sense of adequacy 

and worth in his social interaction with other people in general. 

Self-Criticism - It is another area that is covered in the TSCS. 

It is assessed by ten of the items of the instrument. This score 

is not included in the Total P Score. These are statements that 

most people admit as being true for them. Individuals w1,o deny 
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most of them most often are being defensive and making an 

effort to prevent a favorable picture of themselves. High scores 

generally indicate a normal, healthy openness and capacity for 

self-criticism. 

Psychometric Data 
, 

Reliabili ty 

The test re-test reliability was established on sixty 

college students over a two week period. The total Positive 

Score (Self Esteem) has a reliability of .92.(Fitts, 1964). 

Other evidence of reliability is found in the remark-

able similarity of profile patterns found through repeated 

measures of the same individuals over long periods of time . 

• Through various types of profile analyses it has been demonstrated 

that the distinctive features of individual ryrofiles are still 

present for most persons a year or more later. The reliability 

coefficients for the various profile segments fall mostly in 

the .80 and .90 range. (Fitts, 1964). 

In his study with psychiatric patients Congdon (1958) 

used, a shortened version of the Scale 'and still obtained a 

reliability coefficient of .88 for the Total positive Score. 

Validity 

Validation procedures were four kinds. (Fitts, 1964). 

a) Content Validity 

It was attempted to quarantee the del)endab ili ty ,meaning

fullness and communicableness of the different categories 

included in the scale. An item was kept in the scale 'when and 

if all the judges agreed about it's correct clas s ification. 
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b) Discrimination Between Groups 

There are many studies of validity to this effect. That 

is, the ability of TSCS to discriminate between patients and 
• 

non patients,delinquent and non deliquants normals and 

highly integrated personalities and even between different , 
groups of patients have been proved. ~or example patients 

have a lower profile on the TSCS than non patients and pre

chosen highly integrated personalities show to higher self

concept than the norm. (Fitts, 1964). 

c) Correlation with Other Measures 

Correlations with numerous other measures have been 

carried out. In the manual it is said that only a few are 

reported. Correlations with MMPI scales are reported to be in 

the expected direction. (Fitts, 1964). 

The Edward Personal Preference Schedule and TSCS is 

said to have nonlinear relationshi::-)s, again as expected (Fitts, 

1964). Relations with other measures such as Inventory of 

Feelings, Izard's Self-Rating Positive Affect Scale etc. are 

all reported to indicate validily of the TSCS in assessing 

~Jhat it says. It is measuring the self-concept (Fitts, 1964). 

d) Personality Changes under Particular Conditions 

Psychotherapy or other positive experiences \oJere 

expected to result ln raised self-esteem. Gividen (1959) 

sought to evaluate the effects of stress and failure on the 

self-concepts of army paratroop trainees. The pass and fail 

group both showed significant score decreases when the scale 

was' administered before and after the experience in <"hich 



trainees were subjected to physical dangers and attitude 

training in which failure was considered a -disgrace. 

In the-study of Ashcraft and Fitts (1964) with a group 

,who had been in theTapy for an ave~age of 6 months and no 
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a therapy control group. The therapy group chansed 

significantly in the direction of increased self-concept. there 

is considerable evidence that people's concepts of self do 

change as a result of significant ~~?erjences and TSCS re~lects 

these changes in predicted ways thus constituting aditional 

evidence for the validity of the instrument. 

N 0rms 

The TSCS was standardized and norms were established 

on a sample of 626 people in the age range of 12 to 68. Both 

sexes , white and black people, ,and different social, economic, 

intellectual and educational levels I-Iere represented. It is 

reported that variables such as sex, age, education and 

intellegence have negligeable effects on the score (Fitts, 

1964). 

The Mean Total Positive Score for the nor"1ati'Je group 

was 345.57 with a standard deviation of 30.70.(Fitts, 196 U). 

Administration 

The scale is self-administered and requires no instruc

tions, beyond the ones on the insi~? cover of the test booklet. 

It has 100 items and it is reDorted to take t\<7elve to .fifteen 

minutes with a non patient Dopulation. (Fitts, 19G4). 



Studies on Tennessee Self-Concept Scale 

In the introduction section in citing studies on self

concept, numero~s studies utilizing the TSCS were mentioned. 

In addition to those, some other studies will be 

mentioned here. Atchison'(1958) used the TSCS to behavior 
, 

problem nineth grade students. Kunts (1966) found significant 
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improvement of self-concept on the TSCS after ten weeks group 

counseling of students as compared to those who did not receive 

counseling. 

Yarworth and William (1978) and Yarworth and Gauther 

(1978) investigated relations between self-concept using the 

TSCS and student participation. Dean (1977) examined the 

ina:luence of self-concept as assessed by the TSCS on verbal 

forced re call and non verbal pa ired associative learning of 

children while Ditche (1959), Kim (1967), Alvarez (1969) and 

Joplins (1970) used the TSCS to differentiate between de] inquents 

and nondelinquents. Meese (1961) tried to evaluate a program 

of additional individual attention given to delinquents at a 

children's center by their teachers and counselors. ,It was not 

able to get statistically significant positive change. 

The Turkish Form 

Tennessee Benlik Kavraml ~lce~i (TBK~) 

The TSCS was translated into Turkish by the present 

author. The translation was done in the following way; 

The present author who is an English teacher in a 

private lycee and who has a Cambridge Profiency in Enf,lis'1 

deg~ee and a degree in teaching English and another EnSlish 



teacher who taught at Bo.~azici Univers i ty and who is a 

professional translator, translated the TSCS into Turkish 
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separetely. Then a single form was formed using both trans la-

tions. The preliminary Turkish form was given to SUndUz Vassaf, 

a counseling psychologist and Tony Greenwood, a native speaker 
, 

who lives in Turkey and teaches history at Bo~azici University 

to be back translated into English. 

The thesis supervisor Dr. Fato~ Erkman controlled and 

compared the premilinary Turkish form the original English Form 

and the back translation and the final Turkish form was 

established. 

Re liab ili ty 

Test re-test reliability with two weeks interval was 

established on a group of fourty ~rade ten (Lise II) students 

in the same private lycee that the subjects are drA',m from and 

the realiability coefficient was .78. 

Validity 

At the start of this study there were no self-concept 

instruments that we["e standardized for the Turkish !)opulation. 

Thus a quick validity procedure was not possible. The decision 

was made to go ahead and carry the study without validity study 

of the instrument. 

C. DESIGN 

rhe s~udy has a pre test post test design with two 

experimental and are no treatment contDOl group (See Table I). 



TABLE I - Pre Test Post Test Control Group Design 

GROUP 

Experimental 

Group 1 

(El) 

Experimental 

Group 2 

(E2) 

Control 

Group 

Pre-Test 

TSCS 

TSCS 

TSCS 

Treatment Post-Test 

Self-Exploratory 

Program TSCS 

Program 

Teaching 

Communication, 

Decision-Making 

and Problem 

Solving Skills 

No 

Intervention 

TSCS 

TSCS 
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Pre and Post tests were given to both the experimental and 

control groups. The two experimental ~rOUDS had trainin~ for 
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ten weeks. The control group did not have any training and did not 

have any formal contact with the researcher during the eleven 
• 

weeks.other then the application of the pre and post testing. 
, 

. Procedure 

The researcher informed the school director about the 

s"t:udy. After the permission "as attained, the lycee teachers 

were asked to cooperate. They were told that the researcher 

would conduct small group sessions with some students chosen 

according to a scale that would be given to all grade nine 

students and the chosen students would join the activities 

during the guidance hours to help the researcher. 

Lise II (grade ten) students were given the TSCS for 

the reliability of the test. 

On giving the TSCS to all grade nine students and 

assigning the students randomly to one of the three groups. 

The researcher had a meeting with all grade nine students and 

informed them with the general l'esul ts of the scale and wanted 

their help to worl( with. 

The group programs started on Harch 13th and sessions 

were conducted in a low key manner In order for them to seem 

as much a part of the normal school routine as possible. Each 

group, except the control group, met on VJednesday afternoons 

for one hour sessions for eleven weeks including the Dost test 

sess-ions. 



The program for Experimental Group I (El) was based on 

self-exploratory interp~rsonal communication skills and Simon's 

Values Clarification. The program of Experimental Group II(E2) 
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was based on teaching- cOl"T1lunication,decision-ma'<ing and ,..,ro::Olem soh" 

skills. The control group met only for pre and Dost te~ts. Both 

experimental groups were ~aciliated by the 
, 

re3ea~c~er. Each 

group was composed of ten members. Attendance was 95 percent, 

there was no subject loss. 

No small group session had ever been held in the school 

In which the treatment was conducted. It was observed that all 

the students In both experimental groups participated even 

though they had the opportunity to opt out of any activity if 

they desired so. The counselc~ leader (researcher) kept a log 

documenting her observation of Hhat occured during each group 

session. Before each session the researcher discussed the 

procedure and the content with the thes is advisor, Dr. Erknan. 

After each session the researcher described the advisor Hhat had 

happened and the consequent session Has develoDed accordingly. 

The training l.Jas completed on the 15th of June, the post 

tests Here given on June 22nd. 

E.Description of the Treatment 

The primary group, Experimental GrouD I(El), and 

Experimental Group II (E2) met for one - hour sessions each 

week for eleven weeks. 1;1e couns"lor leader told both groups 

the purpose was to understand themselves better; their concerns, 

interests, needs, strengths and weaknesses. 



Experimental';roup I (EI) 

A description of the treatment for Experimental Grou;:> I 

follows: 

Session 1. Rationale 

To initiative relationships with others. 

To share initial feelings and thoughts. 
, 
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To establish an atmos;:.-here of \>Jarmth and acceptance. 

To encourage openness, trust and feedback. 

Activity I - Mill around the room greeting each 

pers6n non verbally. 

Activity II - Sit down with the student you know least 

and in five minutes each of you ~har'" 1>1'10 you are 

as a person. Form cH"lds and swap wi th someC'''~ else. 

Session 2 .. Rationale - To establish an atmosphere of \·'~~'~th 

and acceptance to encourage openness,trust and 

feedback. 

Activity I - (adapted from Values Classification 

Simon et al., 1972). 

Use a 5x7 index card and hape 'Cach student 

write his/her name in the middle vertically. 

Then divide the card into SlX space5. 

Ask five questions which will allow students to gain 

self-understanding and learn more a~C'ut c'thers. 

Questions: 

What is your favorite subject? 

What punctiation mark reflects you? 

What one \vord best describes you? 



What one thing (as occupation, characteristic) 

would you like to be? 

What is your aim in life? 

Pin the name tags on, then read each other's tags. 

Sit In a circle on the floor and one at a time share 

feelings and thoughts about what has been written 

on the card in regard to self and other group 

members. 
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ession 3 .. Rationale 

, 

To disclose views of self to others. 

To discuss communication components - accepting, 

listening, responding, clarifying self disclosing. 

Activity I - Break up into two groups and discur.s the 

components of communication. Develop a list of 

qualities an individual would need to have before you 

would let him/her know some of your inner feelings 

and thoughts. 

Discuss if you have those qualities. 

Give feedback to each other., 

Combine the two groups and comp,i.le a master list 

on the blackboard. 

Activity II - Form diads. Each make a list of 
• 

"have to's" then SUbstitute "I choose to". Do the 

s .ome Hi th "I can' til and "I vlen' t", "1 need" and 

"I want". 

oession 4. Rationale 

To receive feedback on how others perceive 'Iou. 

To reinforce interpersonal skills. 



Sess ion 5, 

To learn how to speak directly to another person by 

using "you" and "I". 
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Activity I - Session 3 Activity II was continued. 

Activity II - \~rite at least six adjectives describing 

yourself. 

Hold the list in front of you as you walk about the 

room. Don't talk - others may nod or write on your 

list. 

Activi ty III - The group forms a circle. 

One member sits on the center of the circle while 

each student. looks direct~y at him/her and says some

thing positive to him/her. 

Each student takes turn sittinp In the center. 

6 and 7 - Rationale 

To examIne one's present feelings and values. 

To determine how these values affect de~isions. 

To determine which value change, if anv would make 

life more meaningful to you as an individual. 

To increase the understanding of value areas and how 

values are related to other persons. 

To enable the students to reflect upon himself and 

his actions in relation to his value from work and 

assist being aware of practical application . 

To increase the understandin9" of' value areas and '1o"J 

values are related to events and other ..,ersons. 

Activity I - Twenty Things You Love to Do (Simon et 

al, 1972). 

r-rOUD discussion and f'eedback. 



Activity II -"-llue Whip (Hawley, 1975) 

Each student share feelings and iO"ils on a given 

tODic. "The time I felt closest to nature this 

weak ',vas". 

"I wonder". 

"I am proud that I 've relations with". 

"I wish". 

As the whip moves from one person to ot11er there is 

awareness of commonality as well as variation of 

experience. 

Activity III - Each one w'ites value areas and wants 

and needs according to value areas. 

Write them on the blackboard. Discussion on ezamDles 

of events in which a value is enhanced or deprived 

Give examples of how a person can be rleTyr) V" ,1 in one 

area and enhanced in another. 

Sturlents give examples of ~)eing enhanced or 

dClOlrived during the school day. 

Activity IV - Make speeches, give examples on 

experiences and goals in terms of the value areas to 

reflect upon ourselves and our actions in relation 
r 

to our value framework. 
. , 

F:or example: 

"If I could do anythin~ I wanted " 

"I wish I had more time to " 



Sessions 8 

and 9 -

"I enjoy my family most when we " 

"\-1hat makes me mad " 

"-'!ha t make s me sad " 

"What make s me happy " 

Rationale 

To develop a Dersonal contract for behavior chanpe 

based on Glasser's reality theorapy. 

Activity I - Forms diads. 

Share a situation that would indicate need for 

change. 

Activity II - State a broad adjective dnd receIve 

feedb~ck from other members .• 

Activit) III - Write a contl'a_,~. 

List thin~s that will prevent or hin.der you in 

attainin~ your ~oal. List things that will 11elp'you 

accomDlish your goal. Group members assist each 

other. in writing goals that are specific, relevant, 

challenging, attainable and contain a measurable 

element. 

Session 10 Rationale 

To provide the opportunity for a student to feel 

successful for 2n attained goal. 

To rewrite the contract ;f necessary. 

Activity Fol:ow up on the contract and receive 

feedback through group participation. 
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Session II - Administ~ation of the nost-test. 

Exnerimental ~roun II (E2) 
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EXD ~ .. ' dlental Group II had a program teaching communlca

tion, decision-making and problem solving skills. A descrintion 

of the treatment for Experimental Group II follows: 

~;ession I : Rationale 

To initiate relationships Hith others. 

To share initial feelings and t~ouahts. 

To establish "n atmo5n' .. reo· 7 ',a:rmth And acceDtance. 

Activity I - Mill around the :room greeting and person 

non-verbally .. 
Activity 11- Sit down with the student you know 

least and in five minutes each of you share Hho 

you are as a Derson. 

Forms diads and sHap Hith someone else. 

Se:ssion II: Rationale 

and III To encourage opef'.ness and trust and feedback. 

To discuss their communication behavior, 

receiving, sending, interpreting and if'fering. 

Activity 1- Fill a profile questionnaire and ask 

the students to fill a questionnaire. 

Discussion and feedback. 

The questions 

Name 

I like to be called 

Birthday 

Hobbies 



Favori te re cord 

Favorite t.v. show 

Favorite sports 

Favorite book or a character from a book 

Favorite saying 

What I'd like to be doing in ten years 
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Activity II (adopted from Johnson and Johnson, 1982) 

Your communication exercise. 

Discuss the results 

Give feedback 

Activity lIT - Discuss what type of problems make 

it difficult for two persons llnderstand one 

aach other. 

Each student writes his/her suggestions. 

Break up into two groups and combine the two groups 

and compile a master list on the blackbo-ard. 

Session IV -Rationale 

To receive feedback on effective interpersonal 

communication. 

To examine communication skills. 

To develop communication skills. 

Activity I - Conduct a discussion on close friend-

3hip for five minutes by brea~ing the group into 

small groups. You S,iV something unrelated to what 

Gthers say as tnough you don't hear. 

Combine the four groups and ask: 



Session V 

1. How did it feel to make a statement and have no 

respond. 

2. How did it feel to 19nore a statement made by 

others. 

Discussion. 

Activity II - Have the group in nAirs.Make a 

statement and let the other student paraphrase it, 

stating in his/her own words what your remark meant 

to him. Reverse the process. 

Ask: 
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1. How did it feel to make a statement and have your 

partner paraphrase it. 

2. How did it feel to paraphrase. 

Discussion. 

Rationale 

To study the way in uhich information is -communicated 

in problem solving ~rOUDS. 

!:ct~vity - Murder Mystery Exercise (Adapted from 

Johnson and Johnson, 1982). 
u 

Form hetero~eneous ~rounsof t~ree. Gne memher is 

the observer to record the communication patterns 

of the group us ing an observation cha.rt. 

The task of each group is to solve a mystery. 

Discussion on the communication pattern follows 

and each group s~are its conclusions with the rest. 
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Sess ion VI - Rat ionale 

and VII To resolve the ~nsettled matters. 

To find an answer to a difficulty 

To end·a process with. a solution to a oroblem and 

to change the actual state of affairs with the 

desired state of af'airs. 

Activity I - Students choose a problem that needs 

to De solved. 

Rreak up into two groups and define the problem. 

Discuss and write the clear definition of the 

problem on the blackboard. 

Activity II - Break up into two groups and diagnose 

the problem. 

identify the nature and find out the forces helping 

the group to move towards the desired state of 

affairs and the forces h~nderin",·this movement. 

Write the lists on the black'oard. 

Activity III - Break up into two groilps and formulate 

stages to solv.e the problem and decide uron the 

implementin~ strategies. 

Write the list on the blackboard. 

Wri te a contract on implementing strategies using 

helping and restraining forces. 

Activity IV - ~valuate the s~ccess of strat~gies. 

Follow the contract whether the strategies 

were successfully implemented and what the effects 

were. Develop new strategies. 
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Session ~II-Rationale 

and IX To provide the student opportunity to learn ways 

of decision-making 

To determine the uses and appropriateness of each 

decision-making method under certain circumstances. 

To compare the effectiveness of different kinds of 

decision-making methods.' 

Activitv I - Give five major decision types to 

the students. 

Discuss each. 

Break the group in two and ask the students to write 

two advantages and disadvantages for each. 

Compile a master list on the blackboard. 

Activity II - Winter Survival Exercise (Adapted 

from Johnson and Johnson, 1~82). 

To compare the effectiveness of ~ive different 

methods of making decis ions. 

Group discussion and sharjn~ conclusions follows 

the acti vi ty. 

Session X - Rationale 

To compare the effectiveness of three different 

methods of making decisions. 

To look at how you behave 

making decision. 

:m a group that is a 

Activity I - Dangers of Some Common Drugs Exercise 

(Adapted from Johnson and Johnson,1982) 
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Discussion 

experience follows the exercise. 

Acti vi tY._~! - How I R,'have Quest ionnaire (Adapted from 

Johnson and Johnson, 1982). 

Look at your responses. Discuss the results in 

groups of three, comparing your responses. 

Give feedback .. 

Session XI - Administration of the post-tests. 

Control Group - The pre test and post test administraticn was 

conducted with this group of ten students • 

• 
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.RESULTS 

In this section initially the means and standard devia-

tion information on the raw data of ~re and ~ost Tennessee 

Self-Concept Scale scores will be oresented followed bv the 

comoarative data on the three prouns that were studie~. 

The row scores of each subject is nresented in Annendix A. 

The nre and post treatment TSC'S score means and 

standard deviations of Ex~. EX2 and Control proups are 

presented in Table 2. 

Table 2 

T)e Heans Find Standard Deviations of pre and ?0St TSn;; Scores 

of EXI' EX2 and Contl'ol Grouos. 

I~ EYr "F: x2 Control 
Assessmen 

Pre TSCS X • 261 X = 263.4 X = 
X and SD SD : 11. 39 SD : 15.03 SD = , 

Post 

TSCS X X = 276.3 X : 269 X = 
and SD SD = 9.36 SD = 13.79 SD = 

As can be observed in Table 2, the nre te st means are vePl 

similar while difference can be seen in the nost treatment 

test means. 

263 

13.72 

263.1 

11. 32 



A two wav Analvsis of variance (AN0VA) method was used 

as a comparison measure to ascert~in the level of si~nificant 

variation between the exnerimental ~roups and the control ~rOUD 

and to see if si~nificant di~ference existed between Dre and 

post testing. 

The results, of this analysis is presented In T"hle 3. 

Table 3 

Andlv~i" of Variance on Pre-Dost TSrS Scores 'or the 

Three Grouns 

Source of 

Variation SS Dr MS ;-

Pre.,Post 

Tests 734,99 1 734.99 45.97 x 

GrouDs 315.23 2 157,61 9.86
x 

Introduction 592.31 2 296.15 18.S2
x 

Eror 863.34 54 15,99 

x .001 P 

The Anova res,ults indicated that there (,ere si.<mificant 

differences of TSCS scores from pre to DOst testin~ (f 45 . 97 

.001) of the groups and that there were sifrnificant D 

differences between groups (F 9 ,86' P .001). Interaction 

effects ,,)ere also found to be significant (>' 18. ,52, P .001). 



In order to isolate the grouD which accounts ¥or the 

si~nificant difference that was found bv ANnVA the ~cheff~e post - , 
hoc comparison method was utilized (c;ee ADDendix !)). 

The results of the S che"¥ee ')ost hoc com')arison 

method indicated that the rost treatment TSCS scores ¥or both 

and Ex 
2 vroups were si~nificantly different then the control 

group (D .01). Sipnificant difference of ')ost treatment TSCS 

scores was not ¥oupd between the Bx and EY2 Or0U,)S. 
. I 

T-tests were comDuted on ~re and ')ost TSCS scores of 

EXT and EX 2 and Control. p-rOUD to isolate the g-rOUD ,.,hich is 

resI'onsible for significant di¥ference on the ANOVA ."rom pre to 

Dost testing, The t-test results showed that Experimental vrOUD 

I changed significantly (p .01) from Dre to ')ost testinf, on the 

TSCS. Th~ir scores improved (See Table 5). 

Table 4 

The Com')arison of the Pre and P::>st TSCS Score 11eans o¥ the 

Ex} Group 

ExI.,.Pre Ex -oost 
I 

I Value 

Mea.n X = 261 276.3 t9 = 3.42 

SP SP - 11,39 8.36 " = .01 -
N 10 10 

No significant difference was found from pre to DOSt 

testing with the TSCS for Experimental grou') II and the control 

group (See Table 6 and 7). 
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rable ·S 

The Cbm~arison of the Pre and Post TSCS Score Means of the Ex 

Ex II-Pre Ex II-Post T value 

Mean 

SD 263.4 269 t9 = 0.717 

N 15.03 13.79 D = n.s 

Table 6 

The Comnarison of the ~re and Post TSCS Score Means of the 

:;ontrol Group 

Mean 

SD 

N 

C-Pre 

2631 

13.72 

C-Post 

263.1 

11.32 

t value 

tg ::: 0.03 
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VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

The DurDose o~ this studv was to Drovide exneriences 

which would enable each student to change nerrative attitudes 

toward self, developin(T " nn,>:"nositive self'cne'cent. 

'17 

Combs, Snn"g and "!aslow year have reinforced the need to 

Drovide experiences in the educational svstem which will enable 

each student to change negative attitudes toward self and school, 

allowing the develoDment of nositive notentialities, ~eelings 

of adequacv and the evolvement of full" functioning individuals. 

Patterson (1973) su~gested that each student should 

narticinate in small encounter groups throughout school li~e. 

He implied that "a continuing exnerience of this nature hoids 

the greatest promise for ~langin~ the society from one of 

misunderstanding and conflict to one of understanding and 

cooperation"" 

The nresent atlthor, in the Dresent stud·, attemnted 

to provide grouD eXDerience, ~or a neriod o~ ten weeks to 

students who r~ported low self-concept on the TSCS, that is 

directed to explorinf and enhancing their self-concept 

(Experimental group I ). This group of sttldents wer'2 comD'ored 

to anothe·r group going through a skill teachin\!, group experience 

(Experimental group II) and a control group receiving no 

treatment, Each group of ten students were assessed bv the TSCS 

before and after the treatment Deriod. 

The general hypothesis was that the students in the 

3elf"7exploratory, self-enhancing group would develop a more 

~ositive self-concert from pre to post. testing which would be 

3 I' Patterson, C,g., Counse lng and Guidance in Schools New 
York, Harper, 1962, p. 



significantlv di¥ferent than the other two rraUDS. 

The operational hypotheses and the related results will 

be stated and discussed below. 

Hvpothesis one stated that the self-concept of students 

in Ex~ assessed by TSCS would improve from pre to post testinq. 

It was supported, since the analysis of the data 

indicated that there was a signi¥icant difference ¥rom pre to 

post te sting (F.'·4-5. 97 P ,DOl) and the t-test reslllts showed 

that Experimental group T was responsible for this di"erence 

(See Table 5). Thus the students in this pro up benefitted from 

the exercises and develoDed a more positive sel'-conceDt. 

Hypothesis tkO stated that the self-concept of the 

students in a self~exploratory Rroup (Ex~) would imnrove 

siEnificantly more than the students in a ~roup EX2 teaching 

communication, decision-making and nroblem solvinq skills). 

It was not supported. The results of ANouA di~ indicate 

group difference (F 9.86 n .001) vet the Sche¥fee nost hoc 

analysis did now show EXr vroup post test results to be 

significantly different than .Ex 2 group post test results. Here 

it is seen that the students in Experimental proup n did 

improve their self~conceptsto a certain degree which did not 

come to a level of significance from pre to post testing with 

"' the TSCS but is of considerable il.l'lOunt. The Sche:"::ee results 

showed Experimental group II to be sivnificantly different 

in their post test scores from the control «roup. This ¥inding 

that was not thOllght of previously SUDPorts the idea of 

Patterson (1962) that attention and DOS i tive groun interaction 
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helps the students to th; k b t th 1 ~n ~ ou emse ves and that almost 

all can benefit from interpersonal relationsi~s exnerienced 

in group exchan~e. Even though the treatment exneriences of 

EX2 group were structured around teachinD skills, the skills 

are those that lead to enchancement of relationshins sj)ecifically 

communication, nroblem solving and decision-!J1akinf'. skills. 

Hynothesis three stated tnat the self-concept of students 

in Experimental group I would i!11Drove signiricantly more than 

the control groUn. 

It was supported. As stated before the 

ANOVA indicated si~nificant group dirferences (F = g.R6. 
, 

P .001) and the Scherfee nrocedure showed that ~xI 

was si8nificantly different than the control grouo. It can be 

seen from the control group's nre and ,",ost TSC:S means and the 

t-test that they did not change et all whereas Ex! mean 

showed a major upward move (See Tables 2 and 7). 

During the study nine students out of ten from 

Experimental groun II and seven students out of ten from 

Experimental _group I stated that they had found the study 

very us'eful. 

This study has certain limitations which neeel to be 

mentioned. A main shortcoming is that the instrument, the 

TSCS, lacks. prior validity and normative data for the Turkish 

youth. 

A second limitation has to do with the generalization 

of the results, The subjects were chosen from a ponulation in 

a private s'chool, the school was not chosen randomly among 

private schools but chosen bec6use of convenience. 



Another noint about the subject nODulation that needs 

to be considered is that Drivate school students can be 

different than D. ublic school students. Th th It h - us e resu save 

to be reDlicated in difFerent settincrs beFore thev can be 

generalized. 

The present reseacher su~~ests that based on her 

experience the treatment period of ten weeks for such a deep 

and involved aspect ~s enhancement of self-concept is too 

short. Ideally a whole academic "ear should be s"ent on 
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workinf'. ·on and developinG a stable posi·tive self-concept. Further 

researchers· in the area are advised to do folloH un on the 

stability of such changes. 

As, a conclusion it can be said that the results of· the 

present study suggest that counselors are ';n a position to 

make a contribution toward nrovidin~ exneriences which nromote 

healthy interpersonal relationshiBs and heln stuc4ents to feel 

greater self~worth. Dennison (1969), ~lasser (1969) and La 

Benne and 8reene (1969) have indicated that lack of such an 

environment is a major cause of academic failure. It is one of 
• 

the major reSDonsibilities of education to have students go 

home from school liking thems·elves better than ,,,hen they 

arrive at- 'school in the morning. 



APPENDIX A 

Tennessee Self-Concept Scale Raw Scores 

of the Eighty Six Grade Nine Students 
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"lale 
Female 

241 281 
263 272 

261 286 
255 269 

252 288 
271 263 

334 295 
266 275 

285 300 
256 294 

281 292 
268 323 

307 300 
264 289 

278 305 
286 

281 302 
313 

3fJ2 284 
295 

290 279 
279 

282 277 
282 

295 277 
281 

283 280 321 

304 258 285 

303 254 283 

310 275 283 

286 255 320 

288 264 292 

300 264 277 

281 223 283 

280 231 264 

282 272 275 

302 283 275 

304 300 275 

319 256 265 

269 



APPENDIX B 

Pre and Post TSCS Scores 

of Experimental Group I, 

Experimental Group II and 

Control Group 

• 



EXDerimenta1 GrouD I 

TSCS Test Scores 

Subjects Pre-Test Post-Test 

1 269 289 

2 261 288 

3 252 268 

4 256 262 

5 254 282 

6 275 281 

7 255 275 

8 272 261 

9 275 279 

10 241 278 
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EXDerimenta1 GrouD 2 

TSCS Test Scores 

Subjects Pre-Test Post-Test 

1 263 259 

2 271 266 

3 264 256 

4 275 279 

5 275 276 

6 264 247 

7 263 267 

8 264 267 

9 223 296 

10 272 277 



S6 

Control Group 

TSCS Test Scores 

;ubj ects Pre-Test Post-Test 

1 256 265 

2 255 246 

3 266 259 

4 268 266 

5 264 265 

6 274 284 

7 265 272 

8 269 255 

9 231 249 

10 282 276 

• 



APPENDIX C 

Tennessee Self-Concept Scale 
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INSTRUCT! ONS 

On the tOD line of the seDarate answer sheet, fill in 

your name and the other information except Tor the ti~e informa

tion in the last three boxes. You will fill these boxes in later. 

Write only on the answer sheet. Do not nut any marks in this 

booklet. 

The statements in this booklet are to heln you describe 

yourself as you see yourself. Please resnond to them as i.f you 

were describing yourself to yourself. Do not omit an" iteM! 

Read each statement carefully, then select one of the five 

resDonses listed below. On your answer sheet, nut a circle 

around the response you chose. If you want to chanr:e an ans\,er 

after you have circled '.;.t,' do not erase it but nut an X mal'" 

through the response and then circle the reSDonse you \-,ant. 

When you are ready to start, find the box on your answer 

sheet marke" time started and 'record the time. Hhen vou are 

finished, re cord the time finis·hed in the box on your anSI.,er 

sheet marked time finished. 

As you start, be s'ure that your answer sheet and this 

booklet are lined up evenly so that the item numbers match each 

other. 

Remember, nut a circle around the reS':1onse number you 

have chosen for each s·tatement. 

Comnletely Mostly Pa~Tlv false 
and 

Partly true 

~ostly Completel 

Responses false false true 

I 2 3 4 

You will firld these response numbers reDeated at the 

bottom of each page to help you remember them. 

true 

5 



S9 

Pal"e ] Ttem No. 

1. I have a healthy body .......... . ...................... 1 

3. I am an attractive ~erson ... ..... .........• ..... ...... 3 

5. I consider myself a slon~y person ........ ........•.... 5 

19. I am a decent sort of 

'1. I am an honest nerson 

person ....... t •••••••• , ••••••••• 

................ , ............... . 
19 

21 

~ 3. I am a bad person .... , ... , ........ I ••••••••• 0 • • • • • • • • • • 23 

37. I am a cheerful person ................................ 37 

39. I am a calm and easy going person .••••..•............. 39 

~ 1 ~ I am a nobody ...... 0 ••• ~ ~ , • t ••••• , •• , ••••••••••• ~ •• r • • 41 

;5. I have a family that would always hel~ me in any 

kind of troub1e .~ ........ " ...... ~ .... , .............. . 55 

; 7. I am a member of a haT)py family .....•......•.......... 57 

;9. My friends have no confidence in me ..•................ 59 

73. I am a friendly nerson ",,0' .tr"""" , •• '0.' .. 0.0... 73 

75. I am popular with men ..••..•.•..•....• , •. , •...... '..... 75 

77. I am not interested in what other peo~le do ... ... ..... 77 

j 1. I do not always, te 11 the truth ........................ 91 

93. r get angry s·ometimes ".t •. " .• " ••• ,.· ••... ·•·•·•···· 93 

Completely Mostly Partly false Mostly Comnletely 

fals-e 
and true true Respons-es fals'e 

Partly true 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Pare 2 Item No. 

2. I like to look nice and neat all the. time ............. . 2 

4. I am full of aches and nains · ......................... . 4 

6. r am a sick person 
·,~""t,.t •••••••• ,"""""""""" 6 

20. I am a religious uerson .•.....•........•.....•......... 20 

22. I am a moral failure. , .. , ...... , ..... , ................ 0 22 

24. I am a morally weak nerson ........•.....•.........•.... 24 

38. I have a lot of self~control ..•....•.•.•.......•....... 38 

40. I am a hateful ners·on ...... . . . . . . . . . . • • • • I ••• . ... . . . . . . 40 

42. I am losing my mind .. . . , .. . . · . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . · . 42 

56. I am an imDortant person to my friends and familv ... · . 56 

58. I am not loved by my family · ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. · . 58 

6Q .. r feel that my family doesn't trust me ................. 60 

74. I am popular with women ...•..••..•...•................. 74 

76. I am mad at the whole world ..•...•....•........••...... 76 

78. I' am hard to be friendly with .......................... 78 

92. Once in a whole I think of things too bad to talk about .. 92 

94. Sometimes, when I am not feeling well, ~ am cross .. , ·.··94 

Completely Mostly Partly false Mostly Completel: 
and 

Responses false false true true 
Partly true 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Pare 3 Item No. 

7. I am neither too fat nor to thin 7 ... , .............. 
9 . I like my looks just the way they are 9 •••• t ••• , •••• 

11. I would like to chan~e some Darts of mv body ~ ..... 11 

25. I am satisfied with my moral behavior .............. 25 

27. I am sat;.sfied with my relationship to Dod ......... 27 

29, I ought to ':;0 to church more ··t,·".,··.···.····.·· 29 

4 3. I am satisfied to be just what I am ................. 43 

45. I am j llS t nice as I should be ...................... 45 

47. I desDise myself 
~,·"· •• II •• ' •••• •••••••••• •• •••••• 

47 

61, I am satisfied with my family relationshins ........ 61 

63. I unders-tand my family as well as I should ......... G 3 

65. I should trus-t my family more •••• t ••••••••••••••••• 65 

79.. I am as- sociable as I want to be ....... , ... , ........ 79 

81. I try to Dlease others, but I don't overdo it ... , .. 81 

83, I am neD good at all from a social standDoint ....... g3 

9.5. I do not like everyone I know .... ,., ..... , .. , ...... 95 

9.7, Once in a while, I laugh at a dirty joke , • t ••••• , •• 97 
• 

ComTlletely Mostly Partly false Mostly Completely 

fals-e 
and true true Respons-es false 

Partly true 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Pare 4 Item No. 

8. I am neith~r to tall 0 t h t 8 n r 00 s or ... , .............. . 

10. I don't feel as well as I should ..• '" •.•......•.•..• 10 

12. I should have more sex aryneal •...•.••.•...• , •....•... 12 

26. I am as religious as I want to be .••••.••..••........ 26 

28. I wish I could be more trustworthy ...•.•.••..•..•.•.. 28 

30. I shouldn't tell so manu lies ·······,················30 

44. I am as smart as 1 want to be ···············,········44 

46. I am not the ryerson I would like to be ...•..••..••.•. 46 

48. I wish I didn't give u~ as easily as I do ............ 48 

62. I treat my narents- as well as I should (Use nast tense 62 

if narents are not living) ....... . 

64. I am too sensitive t<'l things my family sa" .•..•..•... 64 

66. I sh<'luld love my family more ......................... 66 

80. I am satisfied with the way I treat other neonle ..... 80 

82. I s-hould be more nolite to others .................... 82 

84. I ought to get along better with other peonle •..•..•. 84 

96. I goss-ip a little at times- .................. , ........ 96 

98. At times I feel like swearing , ....................... 98 

Completely Mos-tly Partly false »Iostly Completely 
and 

Respons-es false false true true 
Partly true 

1 2 3 4 5 



Dage 5 Item No .. 

13. I take care of myself Dhysically ....•.•........... 13 

15. I try to be careful about my anpearance ....••..•.. 15 

17. I often act like I am "all thumbs" ..........•..••. 17 

31. I am true to my religion in my everyday life 

33. I try to change when I know I'm doing things 

..... , 31 

that are wrong ..................... 33 

35. I sometimes do very bad things ..•........•.....•... 35 

49. I can always, take care of myself in any situation .. 49 

51. I take the blame for things without getting mad .... 51 

53. I do things without thinking about them first ...... 53 

67. I try to play fair with my friends and family ...... 67 

69. I take a real interest in my family ....•..•........ 59 

71. I give in to my parents. (Use past tense if narents 

are not living) . , .... 71 

85. I try to unders·tand the other fellow's noint 

of view "_ .1 •• ".,_ to 85 

87, I get along well with other neonle .tt •••••• ·.,····· 
87 

89 • I do not forgive others easily ...... , .. , ..... , ..... 89 

99. I would rather win than lose in a game .... , ........ 99 
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Completely Mostly Partly false Mostly Comnletely 

and true true Respons€s, fals,e false 
Partly true 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Paf'e 6 Item No. 

14. I feel good most of the time........................ 14 

16. I do poorly in sports and games '1' "., """ I •• ,. ••• 100 

18. I am a noor slee!:,>er ...... tt •• t, •••• , •• ,' •• ""....... 18 

32. I do what is right mos·t of the time 32 

34. I sometimes use unfair means to ;<et ahead ' ••• "..... l q 

36. I have trouble doing the things that are ri?ht •..• ,. 36 

50. I solve my problems quite easily ..•.••. , •••...•..•. ,' 50 

52. I change my mind.a lot 52 

54. I try to run away fJ'om my problems .••• ,............. 54 

68. I do my share of work at home ..•• I.' , ••• , •••••••••• I 68 

70 ... I quarrel with my fa,mily .. t.t.t.~·.,~.,,~"~',"t'"tt 70 

72. I do not act like my family thinks I shoulrl • I.· ••• • I 72 

86, I see good point& in all the people I meet .,".,.... 86 

88. I do not feel as· eas·e with other people".,......... 88 

90. I find it hard to talk with strangers ••.•.• , •• ,..... 90 

100. Once in a while I put off until tomorrow what I 

ought to do today ~. to ! • ft • I , ! • , , ! , , ~ t , 100 
• 

Completely Mostly Partly fals€ ~1ostly Completely 

and 
Responses false false true true 

Partly true 

1 2 3 4 5 



APPENDIX D 

Tennessee Self-Concept Scale 

Turkish Form 
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·ronerge 

Cevap ka~ldlnln en ustune adlnlZ1 ve istenen di~er 

bilgileri yazln. Zamanla ilgili bilRilerin verileceKi son I\~ 

kutuyu, $imdilik bO$ blrakln. Bu kutularldaha sonra dolduracak-

slnlZ. YalnlZ cevap ka~ldlnln Uzerine yazln. Kitanrl"ln Ilzerine 

VaZl va da i$aret koymaYln. 
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Bu kitapQl~ln iQindeki tanlmlar, size kenoinizi, 

gordu.Ocunuz gihi tanlmla11'anlZa, yardlm etmevi amaQlar. Bn tanlm

lar kendiniz, kendinizi deperlendiriyormu$ gibi tenki p"r;sterin. 

H iQ biT' tanlml atlciniaYln. Her tanlml dikkatle okuduktan sonra, 

altlndaki be$ cevaptan birini seQin, Cevan kapldlnda, seQtipiniz 

cevabln Qevresine bir daire koyun, 

( Ba$larken. cevap ka~ldlnln Uzerinde ,?as lama zamanl 

isaretli kutuyu bulun ve zamanl vaZln. Bitirirken, bitis zamanlnl, 

··bitirme 7.amanl i$aretli kutunun iQine yazln. 

Ba$larken tanlmlarla yanltlarln yanyana olmalarlnl sa~lamak 

amaclyla. ki ta1)Qlkla ceva1) kar:ldlnl yanyana kovun. 

UnutmaYln. her tanlm iQin seQtir:iniz cevabln Qevresine 

da.ire koyacakslnlz, 
• 

Cevaplar: .. 

Tamamen SORunlukla Klsmen dopru ~o~unlukla Tamamen 

yanll$ yanllk klsmen yanllk do~ru do&ru 

1 2 3 4 5 

Bu cevapl~r her sayfanln ba$lnda anlmsanmaSlnl kolay

lastlrmak amaclyla yinelenmi$tir. 



(1) Tarnamen' yanh$ (2) ro~unlukla yanl~$ 

(3) K~smen dogru k~smen yanl~$ 

(4) Co~unlukla do~ru (5) Tamamen do~ru 

1. Sa~l~kl~ bir blinyem var 

3. Cekici bir insan~m. 

5. Derbeder bir insan oldugum kan~s~nday~m. 

19.!yi bir insan~m. 

21.Dlirlist bir insan~m. 

23.Kotli bir insan~m. 

37.Ne$eli bir insan~m. 

39. Rahat ve huzurlu bir ins,anul. 

'41.Ben bir hieim, 

55.Bana, her tlirlil e:lie1likle her zaman yard~m 

edecek bir ailem var, 

57.Mutlu bir aileden geliyorum. 

59.Arkada$lar~m~n bana hie gilveni YOk, 

73. !nsanlara yak~nilil.k gosteren biriyim. (Kolay 

a,rka<ia$l~k kurabilen bir insan~m). 

75. Erkekler aras'~nda l)opUlerim. 

77.Ba$kalar~n~n ya~t~klar~ beni ilgilendirmez. 

01. Her zaman gerc;egi s.6ylemem, 

2. Bak~ml~ ve hos gorUnmek isterim. 

4. Slirekli agr~lar~m ve sanc~lar~m olur. 

5. Ha,sta bir insam.m. 

20.Dindar~m, 

22. Ahlakh olam~vorum., 

6"1 



(1) Tamamen yan1~9 (2) ro~un1uk1a yan1~9 

( 3) K~smen docyru k~smen yan1~9 

(4) COFun1uk1a doeru (5) Tamamen docrru 

24.Ah1aken zay~f bir insan~m. 

38. 1 rademe hakim hiriyim. 

40. Nefret do1u bir insan~m. 

lf2 .Ak1~m~ kaybediyorum. 

56.Ai1em ve arkada91ar~m beni onemser. 

58.Ai1em taraf~ndan sevi1mem. 

60.Ai1emin bana gUvenmedip;ini hissediyorum. 

74.Kad~n1ar aras~nda popU1erim. 

76.TUm dUnyaya k~zg~n~m. 

78.Arkada91~k yap~lmas~ zor bir insan~m. 

92.Arada slrada konu9u1ma:.lacak Kadar kotii 

94.Kendimi iyi hiss-etmedit\im zaman1ar kUsk'in 

ve ters olurum .. 

7. Ne ~ok 9isman ne ~ok zay~f~m. 

9. GorUnU9 iimi.i oldugu gibi begeniyorum. 
I •• 

11.Viicudumun bazl klslm1arlnl deg19tlrmek 

isterim. 

25.Ah1aki tutum ve davran191ar1mdan memnunum. 

27.Tanrly1a ili9kimden memnunum. 

29.'"laha slk ibadet etmeliyim. 

43.Kendim olmaktan memnunum. 

1+5.01mam gerektir,i Kadar iyiyim. 

47.Kendimei11et oluyorum. 
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(1) Tamamen yaln~$ (2) ~o~unlukla vanl~$ 

(3) K~smen do~ru k~smen yanl~$ 

61. Ailevi ili$kilerimi tatmin edici buluvorum. 

63. 
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Ailemi ?erekti~i kadar anl~yorum. 

Aileme daha cok gUvenmeliyim. 

o ll'1ak iste di <Yim kadar s{)syahm. 

81. A$~r~ olmamak kayd~yle ba$kalar~n~ memnun etmeve 

gayret ederim. 

83. Sosyal ili$kilerde beceriksiz biriyim, 

'35. Tan~d~p:~m herkes,i sevmem. 

97. Zaman zaman ac~k sac~k $akalara gUlerim. 

8. Ne cok uzun ne de cok k~s~y~m. 

10. Kendimi gerekti~i kadar iyi hissetmiyorum. 

12. Daha cekici olmal~v~m, 

26, 1stedi~im ~lcade dindar~m. 

28. Ke$ke daha guvenilir biri olsayd~m. 

30. Bu kadar s~k yalan soylememeliyim. 

44. Kendimi yeterince ak~lb. buluyorum. 

46. Olmak istedigim p;ibi birisi deo;ilim, 

48. Ke$ke bu kadar kolay pes eden birisi 

olmas'ayd~m. 

• 

62. Anne ve babama yeterince iyi davranm~yorum, 

64. Ailemin s0ylediklerine a$~r~ duyarl~y~m. 

66. Ailemi daha cok sevmeliyim. 

80. Ba$kalar~na kar$~ davran~$lar~mdan memnunum. 
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(1) Tamamen yanl~~ (2) Go~unlukla vanl~e 

(3) K~s~en douru k~s~en yanl~e 

(4) Gogunlukla dQ~ru (5) Tamamen dorrru 

82. Baekalarlna J:are~ daha nazik olmal~v~m. 

84. Baekalar~yla daha iyi geQinmelivim. 

96. Bazen dedikodu ya~t~~~m olur, 

~ 8. Bazen iQimden ktifretmek ,p"elir. 

13. Bedensel o1arak kendime iyi bakar~m. 

15. Gortintimtime dikkat etmeye Qalle~r~m. 

17. S~k s~k beceriksizce davran~r~m. 

31. GDnltik yaeant~mda dinin kaidelerini 

verine getiririm. 

33. Ya~t~~~m eevlerin yanlle oldu~unu anlad~~~m 

zaman de£ietirmeye Qal~e~r~m. 

35. Bazen Qok kotti eeyler ya~ar~m. 

49. Her durumda Kendi bae~m~n r.aresine 

bakabilirim. 

51. K~zmadan hataml kabul ederim. 

53. ntietinmeden hareket ederim. 

f.7. Aileme ve arkadaelar~ma kare~ adil 

olmaya Qalle~r~m. 

69. Ailemle ger<:,ekten ilgiliyimdir., 

71. Anne 'Ie babama boyun e~erim. 

• 

85. Karel taraf~n gortielerini almaya r.al~s~r~m, 

87. Baekalar~yla iyio;eQinirim. 

89. Kolay kolay affetmem., 
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(1) Tamamen yanh:;; (2). ro~unlukla vanh:;; 
1-· _ 

(3) Klsmen do~ru klsmen yanll:;; 

(4) ror,unlukla do~ru (5) Tamamen do~ru 

99. Oyunda kazanmaYl kaybetmeye ye~lerim, 

14. Genellikle kendimi iyi hissederim. 

16. Oyun ve sryorda ba:;;arlll de~ilim. 

18. !yi uvuyamam. 

32. Go~unlukla do~ru olanl vaDarlm. 

34 .. Bazen istedi~imi elde edebilmek i~in 

hakslz yollara ba:;;vurdugum olur. 

36. DORru olan :;;eyleri ya~makla gU~lUk ~ekerim. 

50. Sorunlarlml olduk~a kolay ~ozerim. 

52. Slk slk fikir de~i:;;tiririm. 

54. Sorunlarlmdan ka~maya ~all:;;lrlm. 

70. Ailemle mUnaka:;;a ederim. 

72. Ailemin gerekli gordUgU :;;ekilde davranmam. 

86. Tanl:;;tlSlm herkes·de iyi vanlar bulurum. 

88. Ba:;;kalarlyla beraberken kendimi rahat 

hissetmem. 

90. Yabancllarla konu$makta gU~lUk ~ekerim, 

100. Arada slrada bugUnUn i:;;lerini yarlna 
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APPENDIX E 

Scheffee Post Hoc Procedure 

Applied to TSCS Results to 

Identify the Significant 

Differences on the Post Test 

Scores 

Control Groups 

• 
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Possible parr com')aris-ons are: 

"'~ " \1~ - \12 " 0 

"'2 = \11 - \13 ~, 0 

'" 
;:: \1 \1 ;:: 0 3 2 3 

m ';' 1 m2 
;: o:-l. 'i 

M2 ;:: 1 m3 ;:: 71 , 

m2 
;: 1 m3 ;::; -1 

Their estimate's: 

"'i. 
X X = 268,65 266.2 , 
~gr 2gr 

~ 

'" " X X ;: 268,65 - 263.05 2 19r 3p:r 

"'3 = X2gr X ;:: 266.2 - 263.05 3gr 

, 
Scheffee intervals- -formula: , 

(c-1) F 

c = 3 

2 . 
Em J ;:: 1 1 

"'~ 
2 , F, 

Cl, v, v 2 

c-1, N-rc 

= 2 

2 , 54 

\ Ms 2. 
70 Em J 

15.99 .2 -2"0" 
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m m2 = 0 
~ 

m m3 ;: 0 
~ 

m2 m3 = o -

, 2,45 

= 5.60 

= 3.15 
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~ 

\jJ~ 2.4.118' 
1. 559 -

9.96 

2.45 9 .96 1. 599 

2.45 3.10 not sipcnificant 

5.60 3.10 < significant at a= .01 , 

3.15 3.10 < . . f' sJ.gnJ. .. J.cant at a= .01 

• 
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